Isolated Left Sided Diaphragmatic Injury Due to Blunt Trauma
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ABSTRACT
Diafragmatic injury presents acutely and be associated with other life threatening injury of other organs. Sudden increase in abdominal pressure may cause injury in the membranous or muscular part of the diaphragm. While isolated diaphragmatic rupture after blunt trauma is rarely seen, its diagnosis can be overlooked frequently. Early diagnosis is the most important step in the treatment. Cases with delayed diagnosis can result in a diaphragmatic hernia with high mortality and morbidity rates due to complications such as strangulation and incarceration. The most critical point during the diagnosis is the suspicion for clinical diaphragmatic injury. X-ray graphy and computed tomography can be a guide for identifying diaphragmatic injuries. In this case report we presented an isolated left side diaphragmatic rupture after blunt abdominal trauma and treated with an urgent surgical operation.
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INTRODUCTION
Diaphragmatic rupture was first described by Sennertus in 1541 and the surgical repair was performed by Riolfi in 1886 (1). Traumatic rupture of the diaphragm is a rare injury and occurs in 0.8% to 7% of all thoracoabdominal blunt trauma. Blunt and penetrating trauma are the most common causes of diafragmatic injuries (1,2). Sudden increase in abdominal pressure due to blunt trauma may cause injury in the membranous or muscular part of the diaphragm. Left sided rupture of diaphragma is three times more common than on the right side due to the relative weakness of diaphragma on the left side (2). Diagnosis of diaphragmatic injury requires suspicion. However, chest x-ray and computed tomography is still the most common screening tool for the diagnosis of this condition. Difficulties in diagnosing due to coexisting injuries and the silent nature of diaphragmatic rupture cause delayed diagnosis during the
primary resuscitation in the emergency room. Delayed diagnosis increases mortality and morbidity of diaphragmatic rupture (2,3). Successful management of diaphragmatic rupture depends on the early detection and repair of the diaphragmatic defect. Herein, we reported the diagnosis and management of a left sided diaphragmatic rupture not accompanied with intraabdominal or intrathoracic organ due to blunt trauma.

CASE

A 23 year old woman admitted to emergency room after an in vehicle traffic accident. Fluid replacement was started after routine examinations were done. Except mild leucocytosis (Wbc:12000/μL) other laboratory findings were normal. Physical examination of the patient revealed decreased respiratory sounds on the left side and tenderness on the left hemithorax and in the abdomen. An elevation on the left side of diaphragm, gas view regarding the stomach in thorax on the upper diaphragm margin and collapsed left lung were detected in the chest x-ray (Figure 1). Thoracoabdominal CT showed a partial lung collapse in the left hemithorax and gastric appearance with air image in the left thorax (Figure 2). The patient was taken into operation. A midline incision was made for laparotomy. Exploration revealed an 8 cm long injury with irregular edges extending to the left liver lobe in the left diaphragm. Stomach and omentum were herniated into the left hemithorax. Other organs in the abdomen were normal. Stomach and omentum were placed in the abdomen and a chest drain was placed towards apex in the left side of thorax. The defect in the diaphragm was repaired with 0 size prolene, one by one with U sutures. On the 3rd postoperative day thorax drain was removed. The patient with normal clinical follow up, was discharged with complete recovery on the 10th postoperative day.

DISCUSSION

Traumatic diaphragmatic injury (TDI) generally develops after blunt and penetrating traumas. Its frequency varies in various case series (1-3). In the study performed by Celik et al. (1), penetrating causes were discovered in 87% of cases, and blunt trauma related TDI in regions where agricultural and construction sectors are prominent are seen more commonly. This rational difference varies depending on the environmental factors of the localizations of the hospitals where TDI diagnosis is established (2-3).

Clinical three phase classification of diaphragmatic rupture defined by Grimes in 1974 is still valid. In this clinical staging system, first phase is described as the stage where clinical findings develop during the acute period of injury, and second phase is described as the stage where the obstruction findings develop, related to the strangulation at the third stage connected to the skip of rupture. Second phase is considered as a silent clinical period, and can take up to months and even years. For the optimum approach to TDI, diagnosis should be established during the first phase described by Grimes and application of a fast treatment protocol should be aimed. It must be known that mortality and morbidity rates related to strangulation during the later stages due to the delayed diagnosis and treatment, can increase (4). Traumatic diaphragmatic rupture is more common on the left side than the right side after both blunt and penetrating traumas. When evaluated with regard to blunt traumas, it is seen on the left side, right side
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**Figure 1.** Preoperative chest x-ray demonstrated the left diaphragm higher localization and stomach inside the left chest cavity.
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**Figure 2 (a, b).** CT scans show left diafragmatic rupture with herniation of distended stomach.
and both sides in 65-85%, 15-35% and only in 1% of the patients, respectively (5,6). More frequent presence of TDI on the left side is correlated to various anatomical and clinical factors. These can be explained with; the fact that diaphragm is congenitally weaker in the left medial posterolateral tendinomuscular area, the protective effect of liver on the right side, higher mortality rates concerning major trauma related to right side injuries. While left side diaphragmatic ruptures due to trauma are seen more frequently during clinical studies, right and left side injuries are seen in equal numbers in autopsy cases. The relative rare frequency of right side injury is related to the absence of diagnosis due to mortality connected to major trauma (5-7).

Traumatic diaphragmatic injury is accompanied at 60-100% of the cases with visceral organ injuries. Although liver and spleen injuries coexists with TDI depending on the localization rupture develops, major vascular injuries and small intestine perforation can also be seen (2,8). In the literature search performed in Pubmed there are limited number of studies on isolated diaphragmatic rupture related to blunt abdominal and the cases are generally on the right side. This case is presented because isolated left side diaphragmatic rupture not accompanied with intraabdominal or intrathoracic organ injuries has been determined. Clinical suspicion and careful assessment of the patient are the most important steps in the diagnosis of traumatic diaphragmatic rupture. Diagnosis can be more difficult due to the smaller size of the defect after penetrating injuries, the bigger size of the defect (5-10 cm) and easier herniation of intraabdominal organs after blunt trauma makes the clinical and radiological diagnosis easier (9). Direct radiography is the first examination to be done and elevation in diaphragm, gas shadow related to abdominal organs in thorax and hemopneumothorax can be seen. CT is generally a better imaging method than the others and its sensitivity can increase more than 80% with the reconstructions in coronary and sagittal plans and it can be a guide for additional injuries within thorax and abdomen (4,10).

Following the anatomical localization of herniated organs with emergency surgery of patients with a diagnosis of diaphragmatic perforation, the repair of defect is essential. Although generally repair is performed primarily by laparotomy with sutures that are nonabsorbable in many centers due to accompanying organ injuries, nowadays thoracoscopic and laparoscopic treatment are also used (6). In cases where primary repair can not be performed because of fragmental and tissue loss, repair with mesh is another option for treatment. In conclusion, thoracoabdominal region is frequently affected in blunt traumas. It should be kept in mind that an isolated diaphragmatic injury can develop in patients who admit to emergency room due to blunt trauma. The delayed diagnosis of TDI during acute period can cause severe pathologies such as intestinal strangulation.
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